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WIRE 2020 ROLF SCHLICHT GmbH – Quality and competence since 1959 

For 60 years, ROLF SCHLICHT GmbH has been the world's leading and most innovative 
supplier of RS POWDERTECH powder coating machines in the cable and rubber industry 
with over 1500 satisfied customers in over 60 countries. A pioneer in the industry - often 
copied, but unmatched in quality! 
 
A well-organized sales network in more than 60 countries guarantees a smooth 
procurement process through know-how of the local market. 
 
Our well-organized internal and external service enables fast delivery of machines and 
spare parts, as well as fast technical support, also on site. Our development is able to 
adapt the machines to special customer requirements. 
 
USD Gebrauchtmaschinen für Gummi und Kunststoff GmbH is the subsidiary of ROLF 
SCHLICHT GmbH founded in 1982. 
 
We are mainly engaged in distribution and sale of used or reconditioned machines and 
equipment for the rubber industry, but we also offer selected new machines. 
 

SCHLICHT DELIVERY PROGRAM: 

RS POWDERTECH: RSC NG modular system for electrostatic powder coating machines 
for cables, hoses, profiles and bands. 
Talkator NG SPC for a dust-free powdering of cables, hoses, wires and profiles in very 
slow running processes.  
Talkator NG DR for powdering rubber molded parts or granules. 
 
RS MULTICUT: Cutting systems, caterpillar haul-offs, extrusion downstream equipment.  
Cutting machines, type MC-NG, orbital cutter OC-NG for pipes, shear cutting system. 
NEW: Modular cutting system MCS - modular construction, for different belt widths and 
contact lengths. 
 
RS MACHINE CONSTRUCTION: Special machines for the rubber, cable and plastics 
industry. 
 
USD: Used machinery for the rubber and plastics industry. New presses at good prices. 
Overhauling of machines. 
 
HUESTIS: Air wipes for blowing and drying, cable strippers with infeeding and cutting 
systems. 
 
NORMEC: Joining and splicing systems for profiles, rings etc. Vulcanizing materials, 
moulds, handling systems. 
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SAGITTA: Band granulators, transport and depowdering systems. Rubber and plastic 
slitting machine. 
 
BATTAGGION: Sigma and Z-kneaders, granulating systems, turbomixers, high speed 
mixers, vacuum dryers, planet mixers as well as double screw extruders, mixing mills, 
extruders for silicone processing. 
 
ENRICO MOLTENI: Mixing technology for the chemical industry, food, pharma industry, 
cosmetics, rubber and plastics. A subsidiary of the Battaggion group. 
 
VALTORTA: Turbo mixer, high speed mixer, vacuum dryer, mixing lines, kneader and 
planetary mixer. A subsidiary of Battaggion group. 
 
FRIUL FILIERE: Extruders and extrusion plans for plastic profiles, sheets, bands and 
pipes. 
 
PUMATECH: Rubber-bale cutters, strip cutters, cryogenic deflashing systems. 
 
ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES: Worldwide leading manufacturer of standard testing equipment 
in the rubber and polymer analytics: Dynamic mechanical rheological tester, rheometer, 
dispersion tester, capillary rheometer (viscometer), tensile tester, attrition tester, density 
tester, hardness tester, permanent failure tester. 
 
 
 

 
 
 


